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Abstract 
 

For mobile agents to be effective in practice, they have 

to be securely and efficiently deployed. In this paper, we 
propose and discuss several route structures and methods 

for mobile agents that are dispatched in parallel. These 

schemes can protect the route information against 

malicious hosts and facilitate the dispatching of a large 

number of agents in parallel efficiently. Under non-
collusion attacks, these methods expose minimal 

addresses to a host for dispatching other mobile agents. 

Moreover, they can detect possible attacks as early as 

possible and enforce the predefined dispatch order. 

 

1. Introduction 
 
The use of mobile agents for applications on the 

Internet is gaining increasing attention. Mobile agents are 

autonomous, mobile and flexible, and can facilitate 

parallel processing.  In some scenarios, a mobile agent 

can act on behalf of its owner to migrate through the 

distributed network and send results back [l,2].  
In many applications, the security and efficiency of the 

mobile agent approach are of great concern [3,4,5]. For 

example, in e-commerce, there are a lot of online e-shops 

that may provide the same kinds of goods. It is too time-

consuming if one agent is dispatched to visit all or most 

of them. Parallel models are needed to improve the 
efficiency. Moreover, since all e-shops are competitors, 

the initial route information of agents should be protected 

against potential malicious hosts (e-shops) en route from 

tampering with the predefined route information. 

Otherwise, a malicious host may prevent other e-shops 
from being visited so that its offer and service may 

become the best for the customer to accept. 

Tamper-poof device [6] is hardware-based 

mechanisms for protecting mobile agents and hosts. 

Software-based approaches involve encrypted functions 

[7,8] and digital signatures with proxy certificates [9] etc. 
Several secure route structures are presented in [10] for 

protecting a serially migrating agent. 

This paper focuses on how to protect the route 

information for mobile agents dispatched in parallel. We 

present several route structures and discuss their security 

performances. Though only initial route information is 

protected, these structures can be easily extended to 
protect other information, such as the task, privilege etc. 

In this paper, we employ well-known public-key 

encryption and signature generating algorithms. 

 

2. Backgrounds 
 

2.1  Public-key cryptography, hash function and 

signature 
 

Public-key cryptography uses two different keys [11]. 

One is the Public Key and the other is the Secret Key. The 

public key can be distributed publicly to other parties via 

digital certificates while the secret key should be kept by 
the owner. Suppose Alice wants to send a message m to 

Bob securely. Alice can use the public key of Bob, PB, to 

encrypt m as PB[m] and  send it to Bob. Upon receiving 

the ciphertext, Bob can use its secret key SB to decrypt the 

message as m=SB[PB[m]]. RSA is one of the most famous 

public-key cryptographies [12]. 
Secret key can also be used to generate a digital 

signature [11]. If Bob wants to send Alice a document D, 

he can generate the signature as SB(D) and sends it to 

Alice with the document. With the signature, Alice can 

use Bob’s public key PB to check the data integrity of the 

document. Generally, when generating a signature on a 
long document, a one-way hash function, denoted as 

H(x), can be used to save time, which can operate on an 

arbitrary-length long message m and returns a fixed-

length hash value h, where h = H(m). In this way, the 

signature, denoted as sig= SB(H(D)), will be shorter. 

 

2.2 Basic binary dispatch model 
 

In this section, we briefly introduce the basic binary 
dispatch model. It is a typical parallel dispatch model 

where each parent agent can dispatch two child agents 

resulting in a binary tree structure as shown in Figure 1. 

Clearly, the model can be easily generalized to m-branch 

(m≥2) parallel dispatch model as presented and discussed 
in [13].  
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We term an agent as a Master Agent if it is created at 

the home host and is responsible for dispatching a pool of 

mobile agents to remote hosts. We call an agent a Worker 
Agent (WA) if its sole responsibility is to perform simple 

tasks assigned to it, e.g. accessing local data. If a WA also 

dispatches other worker agents besides performing the 

task of local data accessing, it is called a Primary Worker 

Agent (PWA).  

As shown in Figure 1, suppose master agent A0 has to 
dispatch 16 agents to 16 hosts (e.g. agent Ai to host Hi). 

Now, 16 mobile agents can be divided into 2 groups led 

by two PWAs, say A1 and A9. When agents A1 and A9 are 

dispatched to H1 and H9 respectively, each of them has 8 

members including itself. For A1 at layer L1, it will 

dispatch A5 and distribute 4 members to it. After that A1 
will transit to the same layer (i.e., L2) as A5, which is 

called a virtual dispatch costing no time. Now A1 has 4 

members only. Following the same process, A1 dispatches 

A3 and A2 successively. During all these processes, A1 

always resides at H1 without any migration. At the same 

time when A1 dispatches A5, A0 dispatches A9 to H9 to 
activate all agents in parallel in another branch. At last, 

after all dispatch tasks have been completed, A1 becomes 

a WA and starts its local data-accessing task at H1. The 

whole dispatch process can be illustrated by a dispatch 

tree, as shown in Figure 1. As a whole, the model benefits 
from the parallel dispatches by different PWAs at 

different hosts. When there are n=2h mobile agents and T 

is the average time for dispatching a mobile agent, (h+1)T 

will be the time for dispatching n mobile agents. So, the 

dispatch complexity will be O(log2

n) [13]. In contrast, a 

serial migration model has a complexity of O(n). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

3. Secure route structures 
 

Following the binary dispatch model, if no secure 

route structure is provided, the route information of an 

agent will be revealed to the hosts it visits. Attacks can be 

easily mounted without being detected. These attacks 

include route insert attack, route delete attack, replay 
attack, wrong dispatch attack or dispatch skip attack. In 

the following sections, we adopt the combination of 

public-key encryption and signature schemes to propose 

several secure route structures. We will also illustrate the 

schemes and compare their security properties. In all the 
proposed schemes, the route is generated by A0 at H0 

before any dispatch is performed. Of course the route 

cannot be encrypted by the public key of the dispatched 

agent since this will disclose the secret key of the agent to 

visited hosts. Thus, the route is encrypted using public 

keys of the corresponding hosts that will be visited. A 
carried encrypted route can be decrypted with the 

assistance of the current host that may help to dispatch 

child agents when an agent arrives there. The agent can 

verify the validity of plaintext using included signature. 

The host can delete a used route after the corresponding 

dispatch is successful. Some basic ideas for secure route 
structures of serially migrated agents were presented in 

[10]. Here we address secure route structures for binary 

dispatch, which are more complicated than serial 

migration. In the following, we assume that there exists a 

secure environment including the generation, certification 

and distribution of public keys and each host can know 
the authentic public key of other hosts. 

 

3.1 Atomic route and atomic signature 
 

Route Structure (I): 

Suppose agent Ax is dispatched to current host CH, its 

dispatch layers from CH are L1, L2, …, Lm (m≥1). The 

route of Ax is: 

(i) r= rL1(CH)|| rL2(CH)|| rL3(CH)|| …|| rLm(CH) 

(ii) if 1≤i<m, where Ax is a PWA, rLi(CH)= 
PCH[isPWA, ip(RH), r(RH), t, SH0(isPWA, ip(PH), 

ip(CH), ip(RH), r(RH), t)] 

(iii)if i=m, Ax should be a WA, rLm(CH)= PCH[isWA, 
ip(H0), t, SH0(isWA, ip(PH), ip(CH), ip(H0), t)] 

where the symbol || denotes the concatenation of data; 

PH is the parent host of CH; RH is the right child host 

of CH; H0 denotes the home host where A0 resides. 

isPWA is the token meaning the agent is a PWA while 
isWA is the token meaning the agent is a WA. PCH is 

the public key of CH; SH0 is the secret key of H0. 

For A1 in Figure 1, its route is  

r=rL1(H1)|| r
L2(H1)|| r

L3(H1)|| r
L4(H1) 

where 

rL1(H1)=PH1[isPWA, ip(H5), r(H5), t, SH0(isPWA, 
ip(H0), ip(H1), ip(H5), r(H5), t)]; 

rL2(H1)=PH1[isPWA, ip(H3), r(H3), t, SH0(isPWA, 

ip(H1), ip(H1), ip(H3), r(H3), t)]; 

rL3(H1)=PH1[isPWA, ip(H2), r(H2), t, SH0(isPWA, 

ip(H1), ip(H1), ip(H2), r(H2), t)]; 

rL4(H1)=PH1[isWA, ip(H0), t, SH0(isWA, ip(H1), ip(H1), 
ip(H0), t)] 

In this case, the route of a PWA is the concatenation 

list of routes in different layers while each route contains 

the IP address of the right child host RH (say ip(RH)), the 

Layer L0 
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Figure 1   Dispatch tree with 16 mobile agents

Master Agent               PWA           WA   

 Dispatch                 Virtual Dispatch 
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token showing the agent is a PWA or a WA, the route for 

the right child agent (say r(RH)) and corresponding 

signature. Also the addresses of the parent host PH, 
current host CH and right child host RH are included in 

the signature. t is the unique timestamp when the route is 

generated at home host  H0. With t, any replay attack that 

should use a signature copy will not be successful since 

the destination host can verify the signature. 

Since the signature is generated at host H0 using its 
secret key, it is not possible to forge it. On this basis, 

route insert attack will not be successful. The addresses in 

the signature can prove the valid path of the agent for any 

visited hosts. So the attack to dispatch an agent to a wrong 

host can be easily detected by the destination host. 

However, the route structure cannot help to prevent 
route deletion attack since all routes do not have any 

dependence of each other. Suppose rL1(H1) is deleted 

before decryption, A1 is not likely to find it with the rest 

of the routes. Thus, A5 will not be dispatched. In such a 

case, it may cause investigation against H1 since A0 will 

not get any information from A5 to A8, which are in the 
same group led by A5.  

In addition, even if the route is not deleted, the 

dispatch skip attack can be partially successful since the 

dispatch process can be actually controlled by the host. In 

our model we suppose Hx+1 should send a confirmation 
message as SHx+1(H(CodeAx+1, ip(Hx), ip(Hx+1), tr)) to Hx 

after Ax+1 is successfully dispatched to Hx+1 from Hx at 

time tr. With this mechanism, dispatch skip attack can be 

detected after the investigation conducted by A0 since a 

malicious host cannot show the confirmation message 

generated by the destination host. 
Moreover, with structure (I), dispatch disorder attack 

may be successful since routes at different layers are all 

encrypted by the public key of CH, say PCH. The dispatch 

order can be arbitrarily controlled by CH since it performs 

decryption and transfers the plaintext to the agent. As 

long as all dispatches are performed, it is not easy to 
detect this kind of attack but the whole dispatch 

performance will be affected (e.g., H1 makes A1 dispatch 

A2, A3 and A5 in sequence after having performed its local 

data-accessing task). 

 

3.2 Atomic route and nested signature 
 

Route Structure (II): 

Suppose agent Ax is dispatched to current host CH, its 
dispatch layers from CH are L1, L2, …, Lm. The route of 

Ax is: 

(i) r= rL1(CH)|| rL2(CH)|| rL3(CH)|| …||rLm(CH) 

(ii) if 1≤i<m, Ax is a PWA, rLi(CH)= PCH[isPWA, 
ip(RH), r(RH), t, SH0(isPWA, ip(PH), ip(CH), 

ip(RH), r(RH), rLi+1(CH), …, rLm(CH), t)] 

(iii) if i=m, Ax is a WA, rLm(CH)= PCH[isWA, ip(H0), t, 
SH0(isWA, ip(PH), ip(CH), ip(H0), t)] 

For A1 in Figure 1, its route is r=rL1(H1)|| r
L2(H1)|| 

rL3(H1)|| r
L4(H1) 

where rL1(H1)=PH1[isPWA, ip(H5), r(H5), t, 
SH0(isPWA, ip(H0), ip(H1), ip(H5), r(H5), r

L2(H1), 

rL3(H1), r
L4(H1), t)] 

rL2(H1)=PH1[isPWA, ip(H3), r(H3), t, SH0(isPWA, 

ip(H1), ip(H1), ip(H3), r(H3), r
L3(H1), r

L4(H1), 

t)] 

rL3(H1)=PH1[isPWA, ip(H2), r(H2), t, SH0(isPWA, 
ip(H1), ip(H1), ip(H2), r(H2), r

L4(H1), t)] 

rL4(H1)=PH1[isWA, ip(H0), t, SH0(isWA, ip(H1), ip(H1), 

ip(H0), t)] 

In structure (II), route deletion attack can be partially 

detected since rL2(H1), rL3(H1) and rL4(H1) appear in the 

signature of rL1(H1), deletion of subsequent routes can be 
found by agent A1 when verifying the signature of a front 

route. But if rL1(H1) is deleted before it is used or 

decrypted, the attack cannot be found since the front route 

does not appear in the signature of subsequent routes. 

Particularly, similar to structure (I), since all routes are in 

the concatenation list, the deletion attack can be mounted 
by either the parent host or current host. This will make 

the investigation too complicated and difficult. 

Meanwhile, the dispatch disorder attack cannot be 

detected as long as all child agents are dispatched. 

 

3.3 Nested route and atomic signature 
 

Route Structure (III): 

Suppose agent Ax is at current host CH, the layers are 
L1, L2, …, Lm 

(i) r(CH)= rL1(CH) 

(ii) if 1≤i<m, Ax is a PWA, rLi(CH)= PCH[isPWA, 
ip(RH), r(RH), t, SH0(isPWA, ip(PH), ip(CH), 

ip(RH), r(RH), t), rLi+1(CH)] 

(iii) if i=m, Ax is a WA, rLm(CH)= PCH[isWA, ip(H0), t, 

SH0(isWA, ip(PH), ip(CH), ip(H0), t)] 
In structure (III), the subsequent route rLi+1(CH) can be 

obtained only after route rLi(CH) is decrypted. Likewise, 

rLi+2(CH) is included in route rLi+1(CH). Before 

decryption, any changes with the route can be found. But 

rLi+1(CH) can be deleted after route rLi(CH) is decrypted 

since route rLi+1(CH) does not appear in the signature of 
rLi(CH). After decryption, the current route information in 

plaintext including the signature can also be deleted that 

cannot be found by the agent. This will cause dispatch 

skip attack that can only be detected by A0. Meanwhile, 

dispatch disorder attack can be successful if Hx decrypts 
all routes and gives Ax route information in an arbitrary 

sequence. 

For A1 in Figure 1, its route is  

r= PH1[isPWA, ip(H5), r(H5), t, SH0(isPWA, ip(H0), 

ip(H1), ip(H5), r(H5), t), PH1[isPWA, ip(H3), r(H3), t, 

SH0(isPWA, ip(H1), ip(H1), ip(H3), r(H3), t), 
PH1[isPWA, ip(H2), r(H2), t, SH0(isPWA, ip(H1), 
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ip(H1), ip(H2), r(H2), t), PH1[isWA, ip(H0), t, 

SH0(isWA, ip(H1), ip(H1), ip(H0), t)] ] ] ] 

 

3.4 Nested route and nested signature (I) 
 

Route Structure (IV): 

Suppose agent Ax is dispatched to current host CH, its 
dispatch layers from CH are L1, L2, …, Lm. The route of 

Ax is: 

(i) r= rL1(CH) 

(ii) if 1≤i<m, Ax is a PWA, rLi(CH)= PCH[isPWA, 
ip(RH), r(RH), rLi+1(CH), t, SH0(isPWA, ip(PH), 

ip(CH), ip(RH), r(RH), rLi+1(CH), t)] 

(iii) if i=m, Ax is a WA, rLm(CH)= PCH[isWA, ip(H0), t, 
SH0(isWA, ip(PH), ip(CH), ip(H0), t)] 

In structure (IV), since both the route and signature are 

in nested structure, any changes with the subsequent route 

before decryption can be found. But since all routes are 

encrypted by PH1, the dispatch disorder attack remains 

unsolved. Similarly, if host CH only transfers to the agent 
subsequent routes and deletes front routes after 

decrypting all routes, the agent cannot find it since front 

routes cannot be included in subsequent routes. This 

attack can only be confirmed after the investigation 

conducted by A0. 
As an example, for A1 in Figure 1, its route is 

r=PH1[isPWA, ip(H5), r(H5), t, SH0(isPWA, ip(H0), 

ip(H1), ip(H5), r(H5), PH1[isPWA, ip(H3), r(H3), …], 

t),  PH1[isPWA, ip(H3), r(H3), SH0(isPWA, ip(H1), 

ip(H1), ip(H3), r(H3), PH1[isPWA, ip(H2), r(H2), …], 

t), PH1[isPWA, ip(H2), r(H2), t, SH0(isPWA, ip(H1), 
ip(H1), ip(H2), r(H2), PH1[isWA, ip(H0), …], t), 

PH1[isWA, ip(H0), t, SH0(isWA, ip(H1), ip(H1), 

ip(H0), t)] ] ] ] 

 

3.5 Nested route and nested signature (II) 
 

Based on structure (IV), structure (V) can provide the 

capability to restrict the dispatch order to be strictly 

followed while ensuring other security properties. It 
makes the subsequent route for the subsequent right 

dispatch included in front right route. Only after a 

dispatch is successful, the host and agent can get a route 

for the next dispatch. The idea is introduced by an 

example as follows. 

For instance, the route of A1 in structure (V) is: 
r=PH1[isPWA, ip(H5), r(H5), t, SH0(isPWA, ip(H0), 

ip(H1), ip(H5), r(H5), t)]  

where r(H5)=PH5[isPWA, ip(H7), r(H7), PH1[isPWA, 

ip(H3), r(H3), t, SH0(is(H1), ip(H3), r(H3), t)], t, 

SH0(isPWA, ip(H1), ip(H5), ip(H7), r(H7), PH1[ip(H3), 

r(H3), t, SH0(ip(H3), r(H3), t)], t)]  
Note route r’= PH1[isPWA, ip(H3), r(H3), t, SH0(is(H1), 

ip(H3), r(H3), t)] is included in r(H5). It is used for 

dispatching A3 from A1 and it can only be obtained after 

A5 is successfully dispatched. At H1, after decrypting 

route r, A1 can dispatch agent A5 to H5 encapsulating 

route r(H5) to it. When H5 has successfully received A5, it 

will send a message to H1 confirming that the dispatch is 
successful and returning the route r’ to H1 for A1’s next 

dispatch. r’ is a ciphertext that cannot be decrypted by H5. 

The message from H5 to H1 is: 

msg_5_1= PH1[isPWA, ip(H3), r(H3), SH0(ip(H1), 

ip(H3), r(H3), t)]|| SH5(H(PH1[isPWA, ip(H3), r(H3), 

SH0(ip(H1), ip(H3), r(H3), t)], CodeA5, t2)) 
where t2 is the time when H5 receives A5; H is the hash 

function; encrypted route PH1[isPWA, ip(H3), r(H3), 

SH0(ip(H1), ip(H3), r(H3), t)] is originally included in 

route r(H5). 

From msg_5_1, A1 knows after decryption it should be 

a PWA and dispatch A3 to H3 encapsulating r(H3) to it. 
Likewise, after A3 is successfully dispatched, A1 will 

know it should dispatch A2 to H2 after decrypting the 

message msg_3_1 from H3. The rest routes are as follows: 

r(H3)=PH3[isPWA, ip(H4), r(H4), PH1[isPWA, ip(H2), 

r(H2), t, SH0(ip(H1), ip(H2), r(H2), t)], t, SH0(isPWA, 

ip(H1), ip(H3), ip(H4), r(H4), PH1[isPWA, ip(H2), 
r(H2), t, SH0(ip(H1), ip(H2), r(H2), t)], t)] 

msg_3_1= PH1[isPWA, ip(H2), r(H2), SH0(ip(H1), 

ip(H2), r(H2), t)]||SH5(H(PH1[isPWA, ip(H2), r(H2), 

SH0(ip(H1), ip(H2), r(H2), t)], CodeA3, t3)) 

r(H2)=PH2[isWA, ip(H0), PH1[isWA, ip(H0), SH0(ip(H1), 
ip(H0), t)], SH0(isWA, ip(H1), ip(H2), ip(H0), 

PH1[isWA, ip(H0), SH0(ip(H1), ip(H0), t)], t)] 

msg_2_1= PH1[isWA, ip(H0), SH0(ip(H1), ip(H0), t)]||

 SH5(H(PH1[isWA, ip(H0), SH0(ip(H1), ip(H0), t)], 

CodeA2, t4)) 

After A2 is successfully dispatched, H2 will send the 
route PH1[isWA, ip(H0), SH0(ip(H1), ip(H0), t)] via 

msg_2_1 to H1 and A1 who will hereby become a WA. 

Consequently, from structure (V), the dispatch 

sequence will be strictly followed in a non-collusion 

environment. If current host wants to hide any 

information, it will not succeed since it can be found by 
current agent instead of A0. 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

The above-proposed secure route structures ensure 

some basic security properties. They expose only minimal 
addresses to a host to perform dispatches. With the 

improvement of security performances, the computational 

overhead for route generation may increase too. However, 

with respect to security, which is the most important issue 

for mobile agents, the sacrifice on performance is worthy 

while the dispatch complexity remains O(log2

n). 
Moreover, we think the security levels of structure (IV) 

and (V) are similar. For structure (IV), the dispatch skip 

attack can be found by A0 and the dispatch disorder attack 

can be considered as benign. In addition, it is possible to 

extend it to include substitute routes so as to make 

dispatches robust [14]. For structure (V), though the 
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dispatch sequence can be strictly followed, it is not robust 

since a failed dispatch will cause the failure of all 

subsequent dispatches. For future work, we will provide 

robustness mechanism for structure (V). Table 1 

summarizes  the security properties of the different route 

structures. 

Table 1 Security properties of different route structures 
 Route 

Insert 

Attack 

Replay 

Attack 

Dispatch 

to Wrong 

Host Hw 

Dispatch 

Skip 

Attack 

Route Deletion Attack 
Dispatch 

Disorder 

Attack 

 

I 

Yes, by 

current 

agent. 

Yes, by 

destination 

host. 

Yes, by 

Hw 

 

Yes, by 

A0 

Any route can be deleted by parent host 

or current host before decryption. Only 

A0 may detect it. 

 

No. 

 
 

II 

 
Yes, by 

current 

agent. 

 
Yes, by 

destination 

host. 

 
Yes, by 

Hw 

 
Yes, by 

A0 

Front routes can be deleted by parent 
host or current host before decryption. 

Only A0 may detect it. Deleting a 

subsequent route can be found by 

current agent by checking the signature 

of its front route.  

 
 

No. 

III 
Yes, by 

current 
agent. 

Yes, by 

destination 
host. 

Yes, by 

Hw 

Yes, by 

A0 

An included route can be deleted after 

decryption. 

 

No. 

IV 
Yes, by 

current 

agent. 

Yes, by 

destination 

host. 

Yes, by 

Hw 

Yes, by 

A0 

Yes, by current agent.  

No. 

V 
Yes, by 

current 

agent. 

Yes, by 

destination 

host. 

Yes, by 

Hw 

Yes, by 

current 

agent. 

Yes, by current agent. Dispatch order 

is strictly 

followed. 

“Yes”: The attack can be detected. 

“No”: The attack cannot be detected. 
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